
EXPLORING CREATIVITY 
AS A SOUL PRACTICE

week three



the third OF THE Four 
shamanic questions

When did you stop
being enchanted by story?

Looking at when you lost connection to 
the MYSTERY within you that is awakened
by stories of truth.
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Both blocks are the same gray in colour.
use your �nger to cover the middle lines 
of light and dark. External story a�ects 
your true colour/song/story in the same
manner -- changing it in appearance but
the true story is always there for those 
with eyes to see.
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OBSERVING WHERE YOU HAVE BEEN INFLUENCED BY STORY



Portrait drawing

with your non-dominant hand

warm ups
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Portrait drawing
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Using your non-dominant hand you will draw christine’s face. Looking at 
the face @70% of the time and your paper @30% of the time-- so mostly not
looking down at your paper. This is a great exercise to try with a friend btw.

 
Talk it through in your mind. Hair on top, kind of wavy here, eyes about this
far apart, nose here, etc...

The unsteady lines are part of letting go of portrait perfection. Take your 
time with this -- we’ll allocate about 5 minutes to create a portrait.

*Important! Resist the urge to apologize for your drawing. 

adapted from drawing from the right side of the brain by betty edwards



remember the cloud image 
from last week - can you 
open up to your innocent 

child perspective to explore 
story with an open and 

imaginative heart?

reweaving story

Step by step instructions 
in a  separate  PDF.

EXERCISE ONE 
spheres of influence
on our spiral path
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creator joy
EXERCISE two 
remembering 

and choosing to be you
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If you have found a picture 
of yourself before the age 
of 4 if possible then paste or
place it on your paper - if 
not - improvise



the innocent child
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The object of this exercise
is to really tune into this 
innocent child expression

who were you before anyone
told you who you were?

go back as far as you want
to find that presence.

its okay if that information
doesn’t come easily or you
can’t remember. Let’s tune 
into that light at the core
of who you are and allow 
it to come into expression.

we’re going to go whimsical
here to open up our child
creator. 

draw the animal or imaginary
animal you would be. Keep it
loose. It doesn’t have to make 
sense, your child self could 
have both fur and wings and a
tail and horns - or whatever 
else she wants.

what attributes would she 
choose to embody to fulfill
her heart’s story? 



wishing you a beautiful
week beloveds
as you open

to more of your
creator story

Want to do more?
On the same page, write a poem about 
your little creator being or the lyrics 
to a song she might sing, imagine the 
steps to the dance she might create. 

Add any decorations, images or colours 
your poem or lyrics require. 



suggestions for the week ahead

my email for questions: christine@artthatmoves.ca

continue to explore the third shamanic
question -- when did you stop being 
enchanted by story? 

Daily
Ask your vaster self each morning, an 
opening question such as; 
What stories are helping my growth?
What stories am I ready to release?
What stories are harming me?

weekly
trust your own story and also be 
willing to let it go
Hear and honour yourself so you 
do not have to keep repeating story 
loops to feel validated
Watch fewer outside stories in order
to tune in more deeply to your own

Check out episodes 113, 114, & 115 of my
podcast where I talk about different
aspects of story 
https://www.artthatmoves.ca/podcasts/
 


